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Interactive monitoring for mid-size installations

  Helping you 
do more

XProtect Professional is comprehensive open platform IP 
video management software (VMS) for mid-sized installa-
tions with multiple buildings. It supports an unlimited number 
of Recording Servers and cameras enabling users to scale 
their installation easily and cost-efficiently. 

XProtect Professional offers a complete visual overview of 
campus-style installations from a single interface display-
ing multi-layered maps that show all camera locations. With 

XProtect Professional it is easy to identify and address inci-
dents occuring throughout the entire installation since alarms 
are displayed directly in maps of the system. If an incident 
occurs, efficient video search tools enable users to easily find 
relevant video clips and export evidence.  
 
Users with different skill levels and system access can view 
live and recorded video through three intuitive viewing inter-
faces including Milestone Mobile for access on-the-go.



Playback view
• XProtect Smart Client is the primary interface for  
 security operators; it provides unique video search 
 tools such as Smart Search and the Sequence  
 Explorer to quickly locate recordings of incidents. 

 Smart Search lets users search for motion in one or  
 more selected areas of images from a particular   
 camera.

 The Sequence Explorer displays a visual overview of  
 captured video and time intervals from one or more   
 cameras as drag-and-throw image thumbnails to help  
 collect evidence quickly.

• XProtect Web Client provides flexible access for users to view, playback and export video  
 from any internet enabled PC. 

• Milestone Mobile is an application which enables users to view, playback and export video  
 from most mobile devices or tablets.
 
 Video Push enables Milestone Mobile users to turn their mobile devices into portable  
 evidence collectors. Patrol personnel can document incidents with the  device’s camera   
 and push video to be viewed directly into XProtect Smart Client. All video evidence collected  
 through this method will be recorded the same way as any other video camera. With Video  
 Push, security staff can stream live events and extend the visibility of central monitoring  
 stations allowing them to act in a more proactive way.

Advanced software with 
powerful tools:

Integration of applications 
Allows third-party integrations such 
as video analytics and access control 
while still managing the entire installa-
tion through one unified interface

Milestone Interconnect
A unique system concept that allows 
XProtect Professional to be intercon-
nected with Milestone’s premium 
software XProtect® Corporate

Comprehensive interactive monitoring solution
XProtect Professional offers comprehensive features such as built-in motion detection and alarm handling to ensure users are 
aware of and notified of incidents helping improve response times and decreasing false alarms. XProtect Professional is powered 
by three user-friendly interfaces: XProtect® Smart Client, XProtect® Web Client and Milestone Mobile. All XProtect clients are 
available in 26 languages and are flexible for users with different surveillance skill levels. The clients also help provide a great 
overview of the installation regardless of the user’s location.



Customer Dashboard  
A unique online monitoring service that 
allows resellers to ensure surveillance 
installations are operating at an optimal 
level and cameras are connected and 
recording

Camera discovery  
Automatically detects and configures 
new cameras that are added to an ex-
isting system, enabling users to quickly 
expand their installation

Alert Handling  
Video is only recorded by events or  
motion detection triggered by the  
system or cameras 

An easy overview of campus-style installations 

Alarm Manager
The Alarm Manager consolidates all the alarms from a 
security installation into one video-enabled single point 
alarm function. It also provides a unified and clear over-
view of any system-related alarm allowing security opera-
tors to prioritize the most critical ones.

All cameras within the area of the triggered alarm will be 
presented clearly on a map so users can quickly examine 
the incident and minimize the number of false alarms. The 
Alarm Manager displays priorities, instructions that need 
to be followed, alarm statuses and escalation possibilities 
to optimize the handling of each individual alarm.

With XProtect Professional, it is easy to gain an overview of incidents occurring in the installation and efficiently control cam-
eras associated with those incidents. The Camera Navigator enables users to track moving objects among multiple buildings 
as well as identifying all cameras related to a specific incident. This feature empowers users to visually verify any incidents to 
discard false alarms.

*Available with a valid Software Upgrade Plan

Maps
XProtect Professional features interactive and 
multi-layered maps displaying the location of every 
camera in a surveillance installation. Users can see a 
preview of video from any camera directly in the map. 

The Map function improves efficiency in larger  
surveillance installations by providing instant  
verification of issues and security breaches, resulting  
in faster response times.
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XProtect®

The Milestone Open Platform

App Store and Mac are trademarks, registered trademarks 
or service marks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 
other countries.

XProtect is a registered trademark of Milestone Systems 
© 2013 Milestone Systems.  All rights reserved.

About Milestone Systems
Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is a global 
industry leader in open platform IP video manage-
ment software. The XProtect platform delivers power-
ful surveillance that is easy to manage, reliable and 
proven in thousands of customer installations around 
the world. With support for the widest choice in net-
work hardware and integration with other systems,  
XProtect provides best-in-class solutions to video en-
able organizations – managing risks, protecting peo-
ple and assets, optimizing processes and reducing 
costs. Milestone software is sold through authorized 
and certified partners. For more information, visit:  
www.milestonesys.com

Milestone Systems HQ, DK
Tel: +45 88 300 300

Milestone Systems US
Tel: +1 503 350 1100

Milestone has more than 15 offices 
around the world. For a complete list,  
visit www.milestonesys.com

General inquiries:  
info@milestonesys.com
Sales inquiries:  
sales@milestonesys.com

A foundation for long-term success
Milestone’s XProtect open platform video management software
(VMS) integrates with the industry’s widest choice in cameras, giving
you the freedom to choose equipment according to your needs
and budget. Committed to providing a true IP video open platform
and freedom of choice, Milestone is proud to be among the first
VMS vendors to support and lead the future progress of ONVIF and
PSIA standards.
 
Integrate applications and systems into XProtect VMS with the  
Milestone Integration Platform Software Development Kit (MIP SDK).
The open architecture of XProtect, together with the MIP SDK,
allows for endless possibilities to add features and functionality for
creating powerful, custom surveillance solutions.
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